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Abstract
The paper describes ongoing work on the digitization of an authoritative historical Italian
dictionary, namely Il Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana (GDLI), with a specific view to
creating the prerequisites for advanced human-oriented querying. After discussing the general
approach taken to extract and structure the GDLI contents, in the paper we report the
encouraging results of a case study carried out against two volumes which have been selected
for the different conversion issues raised. Dictionary content extraction and structuring is being
carried out through an iterative process based on hand coded patterns: starting from the
recognition of the entry headword, a series of truth conditions are tested which allow the
building and progressive structuring, in successive steps, of the whole lexical entry. We also
started to design the representation of extracted and structured entries in a standard format,
encoded in TEI. An outline of an example entry is also provided and illustrated in order to
show what the end result will look like.
Keywords: historical dictionaries; automatic acquisition; TEI representation

1. Introduction
The digitization of historical dictionaries represents a growing convergence between
lexicographers, computational linguists and digital humanists.
Research in the area dates back to the origins of computational lexicography, and has
proceeded along two main lines. Since the 1980s, pioneering studies have been carried
into the transformation of Machine Readable Dictionaries (MRDs) into Computational
Lexicons, mainly for use in machine-oriented applications. This strategy was proposed
as a way to tackle the so-called “lexical bottleneck” caused by the lack of large-scale
lexical resources, indispensable for the success of realistic applications in the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP), involving e.g. syntactic parsing, word sense
disambiguation, speech synthesis, information extraction, etc. Such information was
acquired by exploiting the lexical entry structure of dictionaries as well as through the
automatic analysis of natural language definitions: a large literature exists on this
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subject, from Amsler (1981) to Calzolari (1984), Boguraev and Briscoe (1989),
Montemagni and Vanderwende (1992), to mention only a few. By the mid-1990s this
line of research started to go into decline as it was concluded that MRDs could not be
usefully exploited for NLP applications, especially when compared with other
knowledge sources such as corpora (Ide & Veronis, 1993).
Together with the acquisition of lexical knowledge from MRDs, another important issue
to be tackled concerns the identification of the optimal structure, organization and
representation of the resulting computational lexicons. Since the 1990s, research has
started to focus on the definition of lexical representation standards, which eventually
led to the definition of i) the “Lexical Markup Framework” (LMF; Francopoulo, 2013),
a framework for publishing computational lexicons that today is also an ISO standard
(ISO-24613:2008), and ii) Ontolex-Lemon1 which is a de facto standard for publishing
lexicons as linked data. In addition, the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)2 is now very
popular for representing digital editions of lexicographic resources in XML.
Although these lines of research were focused on the development of computational
lexicons mainly designed for use within Natural Language Processing applications,
methods and techniques developed for extracting, structuring and representing
machine-oriented dictionaries still have a potential role to play in lexicographic tasks
for dictionary publishers and lexicographers, i.e. for the design and construction of
human-oriented resources. As pointed out by Granger (2012), the line between machinevs human-oriented lexical resources is progressively narrowing, thus making the synergy
between these two areas of research ever more interesting.
Over the last few years, e-lexicography research has moved towards the design and
construction of human-oriented online dictionaries which allow for efficient access by
multiple users and which can also be easily integrated with other lexical resources and
corpora (Krek, 2019). In Italy, the Accademia della Crusca,3 an institution regarded as
the pre-eminent authority in the study of Italian language, is moving in this direction
thanks to its work on the design and construction of a dictionary of the postUnification4 Italian language.
The current paper reports on preliminary results of a collaboration between the
Accademia della Crusca and the Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale of the Italian
National Research Council (ILC-CNR) with the aim of extracting the contents of the

1

https://www.w3.org/2016/05/ontolex/

2

https://tei-c.org/guidelines/P5/

3

http://www.accademiadellacrusca.it/en/pagina-d-entrata

4

The process of Italian unification took place in the 19th century; it began in 1815 with the
Congress of Vienna and was completed in 1871 when Rome became the capital of the
Kingdom of Italy: during this period the different states of the Italian peninsula were
unified into the single state of the Kingdom of Italy.
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Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana (‘Great Dictionary of Italian Language’,
henceforth GDLI) in order to convert them into structured digital data for human use
and to integrate them with other language resources, both dictionaries and corpora.
This collaboration is being carried out within the framework of a national project
strategic for the Accademia della Crusca and which aims at the construction of a
Dynamic Vocabulary of Modern Italian (‘Vocabolario dinamico dell’italiano moderno’,
in short VoDIM)5, within which GDLI plays a central role. A prototype digital version
of GDLI, recently released by Accademia della Crusca, represents the starting point of
the case study presented in this paper.
This case study presents itself as a challenging test bed at different levels, in particular:
the extraction and structuring of the contents of the dictionary, starting from methods
and techniques developed over the years for acquiring lexical knowledge from digital
dictionaries; the design of a lexical representation model for the extracted and
structured entries of such a complex historical digital dictionary in a standard format,
encoded in TEI, with a specific view to enabling interoperability, comparability and
further ease of exploitation. In what follows, the results achieved so far are presented,
together with the current directions of research. After a short introduction to the GDLI
dictionary and its main features (Section 2), Section 3 illustrates the general strategy
adopted for extracting and structuring the dictionary contents from the OCRed version
of the dictionary, the challenges to be tackled, the solutions adopted and a preliminary
evaluation of results achieved so far. The final section of the paper (4) discusses the
issues which are being addressed to convert the extracted contents in a standardized
lexical representation format and shows how the end result will look.

2. The dictionary
The Grande Dizionario della Lingua Italiana, conceived by Salvatore Battaglia and
released periodically in successive volumes between 1961 and 2002, is the most
important historical dictionary of Italian ever published and covers the entire
chronological period of the language, from its origins in the XIII century to the present
day. The dictionary was published under the aegis of UTET Grandi Opere and
maintains the legacy of a great publishing tradition: the UTET publishing house is, in
fact, the oldest in Italy, having been founded in 1791. GDLI consists of 22,700 pages
divided into 21 volumes, containing 183,594 entries. Word usage is documented through
5

The main goal of the VoDIM project is the construction of a vocabulary of post-unitary
Italian that gathers together the national linguistic heritage of the official language of the
State from 1861 to the present day. It was funded through two Research Projects of
National Relevance (PRIN), in 2012 (‘Corpus di riferimento per un Nuovo vocabolario
dell’italiano moderno e contemporaneo’), and in 2015 (‘Vocabolario dinamico dell’italiano
post-unitario’). Numerous Italian universities and research centres are involved in the
project: Piemonte Orientale, Milano, Genova, Firenze, Viterbo, Napoli, Catania, ITTIGCNR (first phase only) and Università di Torino (second phase only). The Accademia della
Crusca has collaborated in both projects as an external partner, the post-unitary Italian
dictionary being one of its strategic activities.
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14,061 citations by 6,077 authors: authors and works are indicated in the lexical entry
with abbreviations, which are gathered in a separate volume with the index to authors
and quotations (Indice degli autori citati). The dictionary also includes update volumes,
published in 2004 and 2009, which document most recent and innovative uses of
language.
The dictionary offers valuable information on the first attestations of words, on their
variants (ranging e.g. from formal to diachronic or diatopic kinds), on the authors who
quote them, and on their etymologies. The potential advantages of the digitization of
such a monumental dictionary have always been clear to scholars who would have liked
the same search functionalities for GDLI as those offered by the electronic version of
the five editions of the Vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca (1612, 1623, 1691,
1729-1738, 1863-1923) which can be accessed from the web site Lessicografia della
Crusca in Rete. 6 The digitization and structuring of the GDLI text, by explicitly
marking “macro-contexts” (e.g. lemmas, definitions, examples) as well as “microcontexts” (e.g. foreign words, proverbs, idioms, etc.), would allow for more refined and
in-depth search functionalities, permitting scholars to navigate through a rich and
representative diachronic corpus of the Italian language (Biffi, 2018). This becomes
even more crucial if we consider that from a careful analysis of the rich historical corpus
of citations of GDLI it turned out that there are words occurring in it which were not
selected as lemma entries.
Taking this idea as a starting point, the Accademia della Crusca signed an agreement
with UTET Grandi Opere in September 2017 which led to the latter making the
electronic version of the dictionary available for digitization and online publication. In
May 2019, a prototype digital version of GDLI was released via the Accademia della
Crusca “Digital Shelves” 7 , which can be accessed and queried with basic full text
functionalities. This version was acquired through optical character recognition (OCR)
carried out with the FineReader application operating against the dictionary PDF files
made available by UTET. Up till recently the process of text correction was limited to
correcting page boundaries to avoid the erroneous splitting of words and entries.
However, the manual correction of the text is now proceeding, including the correction
of words in Greek. In parallel, a semi-automatic approach to text correction and
structuring is being developed: the case study presented in this paper presents the
general approach and the first steps taken in this direction so far. The OCR output
used for the GDLI digital prototype represents the starting point of this case study.

6

www.lessicografia.it

7

http://www.gdli.it/
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3. Extraction and structuring of dictionary contents
3.1 General approach
The process of extracting and structuring dictionary contents and converting them into
TEI XML has been organized into several iterative steps, each with the function of
progressively refining and organizing the dictionary structure previously identified. The
iterative approach we follow consists of a series of successive refinement phases which,
starting from the identification of the lemma vs the body of the lexical entry, aim to
further refine this segmentation by recognizing, around this nucleus, the other
fields/parts of the lexical entry. Each field requires specific strategies to identify its
distinguishing features. Constraints are set incrementally, leading to an increasingly
granular recognition of distinct sections/fields of the entry structure.
The final aim of the work is to structure the entire dictionary entry, but the problems
due to the non-standard format do not currently allow us to make a precise estimation
as to how long it will take to reach the goal. This is a long process, full of unknowns,
in terms of both extraction strategies and the quality of the results. We have made a
long-term work plan, that consists of milestones to be achieved progressively: 1)
recognition of the headword; 2) identification of all fields of the main lemma; 3) number
of main senses; 4) number of nested senses; 5) fields of every main sense; 6) fields of
each nested sense 7) mapping to the standardized TEI format. To optimize the time
required to complete the overall work, we decided to work on several objectives in
parallel. In the case of milestone 7) it is in fact a matter of defining a final structure
and format that can be implemented parallel to the extraction work. In this paper we
describe the extraction work foreseen in 1) and 2) above (this section) and the mapping
in TEI (Section 4).
This iterative approach to entry structure recognition was also designed to reduce the
number of unavoidable errors, thanks to the semi-automatic correction of extracted and
structured contents to be used as input for the further processing stages. For this reason,
in parallel with the content parsing strategies, we have defined methods to facilitate
manual data review and correction. At the present time we have not defined a final
protocol for the treatment of cases like this, but we wanted to propose our approach as
a case study for similar situations anyway, that is in situations where it is not possible
to use consolidated or experimental tools and or procedures already known in the
literature, and the data has a significant amount of errors. In fact, in these cases we
cannot define only the extraction procedures, but at the same time we have to
implement strategies to support the correction and an efficient system of revision and
subsequent realignment of the extracted data.
3.2 Input data
The richly detailed resource described above poses numerous challenges for the
extraction and structuring of dictionary contents which are carried out against an
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OCRed version of the dictionary. As pointed out in Section 2, OCR was carried out
with the conventional FineReader application operating against the PDF files made
available by the publisher. Although desirable, due to time and resource constraints it
was not possible to improve OCR accuracy through pre- and/or post-processing
techniques on the output of a single or multiple OCR engines, as currently proposed in
the literature on novel approaches for OCR accuracy enhancing.
The original text in paper format shows some stylistic features and layout choices that
make OCR extremely complicated, and we had to deal with the problems which
resulted. The published edition which was used adopted a subdivision of the page into
3 columns, used a non-white paper colour, as well as a very small typographic font and
an equally small interline one. With a work covering a time span of 40 years, it was
unavoidable that there have been changes and adjustments (even minor) which have
been introduced over time to the structuring of entries and the reference corpus of
GDLI. Although the basic entry structure remained constant through time there have
been slight changes in its internal organization, even just at the level of layout, as
exemplified in Figure 1 which reports OCRed text samples from different volumes. For
this reason, this case study has been carried out on two different GDLI volumes (namely,
I and XII), which were selected for the different challenges and parsing problems posed
by the OCR results.
All these features made the acquisition via OCR subject to errors of various types,
which prevented the possibility of using already available state of the art automatic
parsing tools.

Figure 1: OCRed text samples from different volumes in Word format.
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The input of the extraction and structuring work is represented by more than 23,000
pages of dictionary text, provided in a (non-standard) Word format and organized into
21 volumes preserving the same subdivision as the GDLI paper format. Since the
resulting Word files are very heavy and difficult to manage, we tried to convert these
to other formats (XML and TXT). It turned out that for the lemma extraction we had
substantially the same problems as with the Word format, but errors in other parts
of the structure made the extraction procedure more complex. Although lighter to
handle and more readable, the TXT format extracted from the Word format left out
important information pertaining to format and style, which is often crucial in the
discrimination between, e.g. a lemma and a simple paragraph beginning (see below).

3.3 Segmentation strategy
The first phase of the work concerned the segmentation of the Word format (“.doc”)
file of each individual volume into portions of no more than 50-60 pages, each of which
was saved in a separate file, and analysed in succession by the parsing program. The
entire process required the use of numerous software libraries capable of parsing the
Word format and identifying the peculiarities of the structural and formatting
characteristics of the text. The segmentation procedure was performed manually to
avoid the inappropriate cutting up of individual entries across pages. At this stage and
with unavoidably noisy input, a fully automatic system would have not produced a
sufficiently good result when applied to dictionary texts in which lexical entries are
typically organized in relatively long enumerations of nested senses each of which also
contains related quotations.
The second step consisted in the segmentation of individual pages recognized at the
previous step into lexical entries, whose boundaries were explicitly marked. For each
identified lexical entry, the headword (or lemma) and a text area corresponding to the
body of the entire entry is recognized. The segmentation procedure proceeds with the
identification of the other entry fields, according to similar methods used for the
headword.
These further steps include the iterative segmentation of the body of the lexical entry
into different blocks with grammatical information (including the indication of possible
variants, e.g. orthographic, diatopic, diachronic, etc.), main senses, sense attestations
and examples, other numbered sub-senses with examples (if any), and etymology. Each
main sense block is in its turn articulated into different sections within which quotations
play a central role: to quote Beltrami and Fornara (2004), “the veritable fulcrum of the
dictionary is the massive presence of text quotations from authors”. These quotations
cover a wide variety of language use, from everyday and literary language, dialectical
and regional languages, to technical and scientific language, specialized languages,
neologisms and foreign words.
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The results of this further segmentation, which are currently being analysed in detail,
are strongly influenced by the success of the lemma extraction phase. However, the
type of recognition errors generated by the extraction system has also been analysed
on each individual structural feature of the dictionary: lemma, spelling variants,
grammatical category, usage codes, definition, etymology, main senses and additional
senses (nested). Each of the fields shows errors of various types, ranging from errors in
the segmentation of paragraphs, to those in the rendering of punctuation marks, to
spelling errors, to the failure to identify the structural elements that define the different
sections of the dictionary entry (bullet points, indentation, font size etc.). Figure 2
exemplifies some OCR errors negatively impacting on the further recognition process.

Figure 2: Examples of blocking OCR errors.

These errors often block the correct segmentation of the internal structure of the entry,
especially for what concerns the extraction of senses and sub-senses. The frequent copresence of more than one error within the same entry makes the recognition of the
internal structure a more challenging problem.
3.4 Main error types
The main types of errors concern the OCR format, and they impose an unavoidable
conditioning on the quality of the extraction phase. Other errors, introduced by the
parsing phase, could be added to these. A bad interpretation of the structure of the
entry during the OCR process will obviously mislead the system, invalidating the
extraction both of the lemma and other fields. We tried to organize the variety of
anomalous phenomena encountered so far into six main error types, listed below:
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1. “omission”, occurring when parts of the lexical entry (including substrings of
characters) have been omitted;
2. “illegal merger”, occurring when different fields within a lexical entry or two
lexical entries are wrongly merged (see example n. 4 in Figure 2);
3. “illegal disjunction”, corresponding to wrongly segmented words: e.g. ‘Ab borrire
e deriv.’ for ‘Aborrire e deriv.’; ‘A c cespugli are’ for ‘Accespugliare’; ‘Acetilèni
co’ for ‘Acetilenico’; ‘Acòre e a còro’ for ‘Acòre e acòro’; etc.;
4. “incorrect graphemes”, corresponding to wrongly interpreted sequences of
graphemes of the same length: e.g. ‘sl’ for ‘sì’, ‘ero’ for ‘cro’, ‘cto’ for ‘chi’; ‘ln’
for ‘ìn’ or ‘lì’ or ‘li’, etc.;
5. “exchange of graphemes”, corresponding to wrongly interpreted sequences of
graphemes of different length (i.e. expansion or contraction): e.g. ‘lite’ for ‘nte’;
‘til’ for ‘rell’; ‘fif’, ‘flf’ or ‘tif’ for ‘ff’; ‘dd’ for ‘cìcl’; ‘g’ for ‘ci’, etc.;
6. “missing bullet points”, which are mainly concerned with the recognition of
senses as exemplified in Figure 3, where the OCRed text on the right lacks sense
numbers.

Figure 3: Bullet points in printed vs Word formats.
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In Figure 4 below is a graph showing the percentage distribution of the six error types
in the two volumes of the dictionary which were selected for this case study:

Figure 4: Distribution of error types between volumes I vs XII

It can be noted that the distribution of some types of errors differs significantly between
volumes, suggesting a discrepancy of quality of OCR across them: this is the case, for
instance, with “missing bullet points” and “exchange of graphemes”. It is possible that
the long phase of preparation of the work influenced the differences between the
volumes: the quality of the print, the colours of the paper and the ink, etc. As we have
already said, we have noticed differences across volumes which already visually explain
the differences in the performance of OCR procedures. It is likely that the conservation
status of the volumes from which the OCR was made also comes into play, and it is
not certain that all the volumes were in the same condition.

3.5 Lemma extraction
The approach to the extraction and structuring of GDLI contents is illustrated here
with respect to the first segmentation step, mainly aimed at lemma extraction. Due to
the complexities sketched above, we decided, at least initially, to follow an approach
based on pattern matching. The patterns we work with cover a wide range of
characteristics ranging from the layout of the page to structural information relating
to the different parts of the lexical entry. They also relate to linguistic aspects regarding
the format and spelling of the lemma as well as lexicographic ordering, with respect to
the lemmas that precede and follow an entry. The patterns have been defined manually
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and start from the recognition of the lexical entry and its headword (lemma). The
extraction phase is then determined by the identification of the characteristics listed
above and the testing of different truth conditions that, placed in combination with
each other, confirm, to a reasonable approximation, the beginning of the entry of the
dictionary and its end.
The recognition phase of the lemma is integrated with strategies supporting the
correction of incompletely or erroneously extracted lemmas.
Whenever the lemma cannot be recognized with certainty, a check on the number of
conditions satisfied is activated: a lower number of verified conditions causes the
positive matching of entries that are often erroneous. Based on experiments, two
different thresholds have been defined: cases that verify 2/3 of the conditions for the
correct recognition of the headword are reported as requiring a manual verification;
those that reach 3/4 of the conditions, already acquired as headwords, are suggested
for manual control, although with a lower priority assigned. These cases are recorded
within a report file which is generated together with the outcome of the parsing phase.
In this report file, the “candidate” lemma is written, followed by page indication and
listing of conditions which have not been verified.
Even when the lemma is correctly segmented, there may be spelling errors. We analysed
these cases in order to find a suitable reporting method. Starting from a cost/benefit
evaluation, we studied different techniques to identify and report this type of error.
One technique consists of applying lexicographic sorting criteria to the lists of lemmas
extracted automatically. The comparison of the natural sequence of the headwords
found in the pages, with the same lexicographically ordered list, brings out the
differences in the cases of spelling errors. We have decided to turn this evidence into a
correction support report. In particular, parallel to the parsing, the extraction system,
for each volume analysed, produces a file containing the list of all the headwords
extracted, ordered lexicographically and followed by the page number where each
headword was found. In this way the misalignment between the page sequence and the
ordering of the headwords is evident and provides concrete help to the manual
correction phase. Another technique to test the correctness of the acquired lemma
consists of looking up the acquired candidate lemma string in other reference lexical
resources, historical dictionaries (for example, the Tesoro della Lingua Italiana delle
Origini or TLIO) 8 as well as wide coverage contemporary dictionaries including
historical lexical variants. Those entries for which no corresponding lemma has been
found are reported for manual checking.

8

http://tlio.ovi.cnr.it/TLIO/
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Table 1: Typical errors in lemma recognition

3.5.1 Specific error types
As far as lemma recognition is concerned, the largest number of errors found is
distributed among error types 3), 4) and 5) listed in Section 3.4, namely “illegal
disjunction”, “incorrect graphemes” and “exchange of graphemes”. Since these three
error types have a greater impact on content extraction and structuring, it is on them
that we have focused our strategies of manual correction support. Table 1 shows how
these error types impact on the recognition of the lemma and the related strategies
adopted to support the manual correction.
As for the “omission” type, besides manual correction, we have not found a solution at
the moment. There are also possible errors when a string of characters corresponding
to the true lemma is incorrectly interpreted by OCR, such that it overlaps with a
previously recognized lemma.
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3.5.2 Preliminary results
At the end of the acquisition experiments carried out against volumes I and XII, the
results obtained for what concerns lemma extraction are promising, with an over 94%
success rate, as shown in the pie chart in Figure 5. Lemmas are correctly extracted and
identified in 75% of the cases; 15% of correctly acquired lemmas contain an OCR error,
and 6% of them contain spelling errors (originating, for example, in the overlap with
lemmas already extracted). This result, however, cannot be seen as exhaustive, because
the amount of entries analysed, set against the total number contained in the GDLI, is
around 10%.

Figure 5: Lemma acquisition and identification results

4. TEI Mapping
4.1 Introduction
Although as regards the current state of progress of the work described in this paper
we are still not in a position to discuss the technical details of the final conversion of
the original source files into a standardized format for lexical resources such as TEI,
we can show what it is we are aiming for and what the end result will look like. As
pointed out above, we decided to work on both extraction and representation objectives
in parallel: the reasons underlying this choice range from the optimization of the time
required to complete the overall work to the fact that the adopted lexical representation
model can influence, at least to some extent, the structuring of extracted contents.
In the following subsections we will describe the importance of using a specialized
standard to encode the information in a resource such as the GDLI, as well as explain
why we chose the TEI guidelines, and we will present an example entry from the GDLI
and describe what a TEI encoding of the entry looks like.
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4.2 Background on standards for lexical resources
The importance of the role of standards in the modelling, creation, and publication of
computational lexical resources has gained increasing recognition in recent years. This
is thanks not only to more general initiatives relating to the FAIR data principles
(Wilkinson et al., 2016) but also to a growing appreciation of the critical worth of wellmade lexical resources to much work in Computational Linguistics and Digital
Humanities. There are several reasons why standards play such an important role in
the specific case of lexical resources. For one thing the existence of lexical standards
facilitates the harmonization of the different linguistic and metadata categories used in
such resources, and is an important prerequisite to ensuring the interoperability of
lexical datasets. Standards also allow resources to be re-used more easily and in various
different contexts and tasks, and this is especially important in NLP where one single
resource, such as WordNet, can be used in numerous different kinds of task. It is also
more likely that, at least for the most popular and well known standards, there already
exists software for creating, maintaining and publishing resources that adhere to the
standards in question. Finally, in many cases these standards represent a community
endorsed solution to those problems that are likely to arise when encoding various
different types of lexical information.
When it comes to encoding lexical and, more specifically, lexicographic resources, there
are a number of different relevant standards which should be taken into consideration,
and in some cases a choice needs to be made between two or more competing standards
encoding the same kinds of information. In our case it was important to choose a
standard that was as widely used as possible and made use of common formats but
that was also sufficiently expressive for our modelling needs. We wanted to annotate
both those aspects of the resource pertaining to the source dictionary’s status as a
printed text, as well as to its conceptual, bibliographic and linguistic content: that is,
we wanted a model that would allow us to annotate things like bibliographic citations,
quotes, as well as lexical entries, senses, and etymologies. For these reasons and others
we decided to choose the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) guidelines, and especially the
chapter on encoding dictionaries, as our main standard in encoding the GDLI.
In the next subsection we will look at two GDLI entries encoded in TEI to show what
the end result will look like.

4.3 Example entry
In order to show what the end result of the process described in this paper will look
like, as well as to highlight some of the most typical features of GDLI lexical entries
and how the TEI guidelines allow us to encode these features, we present an example
entry from the GDLI. The entry in question concerns the adjective padronale, which
has the primary sense of ‘pertaining to or deriving from the condition of being a boss
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or master’ and derives from the noun padrone ‘boss, master’. The entry for padronale
has four different senses, each of which is further subdivided into more specific subsenses and each of which is provided with a list of citations from the corpus of historical
Italian texts referred to by the GDLI. For reasons of space we will only discuss the first
sense, which we show as Figure 6 (the page containing the full entry can be found here:
http://www.gdli.it/JPG/GDLI12/00000348.jpg).

Figure 6: Sense 1 of the padronale GDLI entry.

Here the nesting structure of the first sense is implicit in the sense that the sub-senses
are not given identifiers (the other sub-senses of the entry are given numbers) but can
be identified by the tab space and the dash. The first sense has a main sense (that
starts after the part of speech information), and two more specific sub-senses.
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The entry (seen at the top level with sense nodes unexpanded) is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: TEI representation of the padronale GDLI entry with sense nodes unexpanded.

Here we have annotated the fact that the entry has the lemma Padronale using the
TEI <form> element, specifying its type attribute as “lemma”, as well as the
alternative form patronale. We have also annotated its part of speech using the
<gramGrp> and <pos> elements, and represented the fact that the word is derived
from another word using the <etym> element. Next we represent the fact that the
entry has six senses (at the first level of nesting) using the <sense> element and the
attributes @level and @n.
In Figure 8, we show the structure of the first sense and its two sub-senses (with the
<cit> node unexpanded). All three senses have their definitions marked out using the
<def> element, with each citation annotated using the <cit> element.

Figure 8: TEI representation of sense 1 of the padronale GDLI entry.
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Finally, in Figure 9, we expand the first two citations of the first sense.

Figure 9: TEI representation of citations in the padronale GDLI entry.

The first citation is from Giovanni Battista De Luca, the noted 17th century jurist and
cardinal, and the second citation is taken from the works of Ugo Foscolo, the wellknown 19th century Italian poet and political exile. In future work we are planning to
add links to virtual authority files for the authors cited in the GDLI in the TEI-XML
encoding itself.
From this
clear how
linguistic,
actionable

brief description of the (manual) encoding of a single entry we hope it is
important such a conversion of the original resource is for rendering the
historical and cultural information inside the dictionary more machine
and more amenable to querying by human users.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the preliminary and encouraging results of a case study
carried out to define the strategy to be adopted to extract and structure the contents
of the most important historical dictionary of Italian, Il Grande Dizionario della Lingua
Italiana, with a specific view to creating the prerequisites for advanced human-oriented
querying, which allows for multiple and efficient access, can be integrated with other
lexical resources and corpora, can be customized to meet specific user needs, etc.
Dictionary content extraction and structuring is being carried out through an iterative
process based on hand coded patterns: starting from the recognition of the entry
headword, a series of truth conditions are tested which allow the building and
progressive structuring, in successive steps, of the whole lexical entry. We also started
to design the representation of extracted and structured entries in a standard format,
encoded in TEI. After discussing the general approach taken, in the paper we focused
on the early stages of the conversion of the dictionary contents into structured digital
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data, with particular attention to supporting the semi-automatic correction of errors
mainly originating in the OCRed parsed text.
The complex situation of the digitized version of the GDLI dictionary described in the
previous sections, characterized by slightly different entry formatting and/or
structuring conventions across volumes and the presence of OCR errors, led us to opt,
at least for this first explorative phase, for a pattern-based approach. We are aware of
the limits of this approach, i.e. the costly manual elaboration of complex patterns based
on observing the organisation of the lexical information in dictionary entries, but at
this stage this turned out to be the only viable approach. We are currently evaluating
whether, once an appropriate quantity of dictionary entries from consistent GDLI
portions has been reconstructed and corrected, a machine learning approach, such as
that used by GROBID-Dictionaries (Khemakhem et al., 2017), could be usefully
exploited for completing this work. The iterative approach to extraction and structuring
of GDLI lexical entries proposed here creates the prerequisites for the creation of
cascading extraction models which represent one of the main features of the GROBIDDictionaries strategy for structuring digitized dictionaries.
For what concerns the GDLI representation, we are planning to evaluate whether and
to what extent the representation model which is being developed within the European
ELEXIS project (“European Lexicographic Infrastructure”, Krek et al., 2018) aiming
to establish a pan-European infrastructure for lexicography could effectively be used to
represent such a complex historical digital dictionary, with a specific view to enabling
efficient access to high quality lexicographic data.
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